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Abstract

There is no video retargeting solution that works well with
all types of videos. Depending on the distribution of the
content, motion of the camera and amount of texture, the
existing retargeting approaches will fail in some videos, and
succeed in others. In this work, we propose a hybrid approach to remedy some of their shortcomings for video retargeting. In addition, we propose a cropping video retargeting algorithm. Our solution involves cropping of the salient
parts with action flow considerations. Existing cropping
methods (Deselaers, Dreuw & Ney, 2008; Liu & Gleicher,
2006) sometimes produce virtual camera motions and artificial scene cuts, and subsequently, important objects might
be discarded. These deficiencies can cause the inability to
convey the visual concept of the original video, e.g. the tone
and the mood. It is important to preserve the visual concept
while balancing between keeping salient parts. Our method
adapts to the video saliency while satisfying the action flow
in the scene, which is a result of camera motion plus the object motion. The most important parts of a frame are always
retained while virtual scene cuts are barely perceivable.
This work is organized as follows; we describe video retargeting applications in Section 2. Section 3 describes the
proposed retargeting approach. Section 4 details our experimental setup, including the data and annotations we have
used, followed by our conclusions in Section 5.

As smart phones, tablets and similar computing devices
become an integral part of our lives, we increasingly
watch various types of streaming visual data on the display of those devices, especially as cloud video services
become ubiquitous. One challenge is to present videos
on diverse devices with an acceptable quality. Video
retargeting is the key technology in video adaptation
of cloud based video streaming. The most important
challenge of video retargeting is to retain the shape of
important objects, while ensuring temporal smoothness
and coherence. We propose in this paper a new approach that adopts to the content of the video. We describe a cropping video retargeting method that ensures
temporal coherence while enforcing spatial constraints
by a saliency method. The average motion dynamics is
calculated for each frame with optical flow and merged
with the information of the user attention model for a
given video. The resulting information is used to estimate a cropping window size. The output is a video that
preserves important actions and the important parts of
the scene. The results are promising in respect to overcoming the temporal and spatial challenges of video retargeting.

1

Introduction

Video retargeting is changing the aspect ratio of a video in
order to fit it in a target display. While small sized hand devices as tablets and smartphones become popular, increasing
number of people are using these devices to view videos.
Considering the various sizes of the displays, video retargeting is gaining importance since it ensures a better viewing
experience for diverse aspect ratios.
A good retargeting solution should keep salient parts of
each frame, ensure temporal smoothness and coherence, and
keep distortion low. While early works on video retargeting
focus mostly on the first constraint (Wolf et al. 2007), recent
works also focuses on the third aspect (Wang et al., 2011;
Grundmann et al., 2010; Yan et al., 2013). Especially while
retargeting movies, there are some additional constraints,
such as preserving the atmosphere and the mood of a shot
created by the director.

2
2.1

Related Work

Image Retargeting

We can divide image retargeting approaches into three main
categories: Seam carving (Hwang & Chien, 2008; Avidan
& Shamir, 2007), image warping (Glasbey & Mardia, 1998;
Liu & Gleicher, 2005) and cropping (Suh, Ling, Bederson,
& Jacobs, 2003). Early works of image retargeting mainly
concentrate on keeping the salient parts of the image, and
removing unnecessary parts.
Cropping is the most basic way to resize an image into
a smaller display. The important part is selecting where to
crop. This method has been criticized for creating virtual
camera movements (Yan et al., 2013; Wang et al., 2011).
Seam carving is an example method, where consecutive
pixel lines that cut each frame vertically or horizontally
(called seams) are removed from the image. The lines are
not necessarily straight lines, which enables the preservation
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quality of a crop based method can be measured with the
preservation of motion flow, and success in avoiding virtual
camera motion. The output quality is not affected by the fast
motion in the video. It can be argued that videos containing
fast motion are more suitable for crop based methods, since
the center of attention in a frame is focused. In videos that
contain slow motion, the attention is distributed across the
frame, making it harder to crop.

of salient parts even if they reside at the corners of the image. Image warping, on the other hand, is done by distorting
the image in order to transform it to a different scale.

2.2

Video Retargeting

Video retargeting has gained importance with the introduction of smartphones and tablets. These have limited display
sizes, and are frequently used in the display of visual context.
The work on video retargeting has started as an extension of image retargeting. Many studies of video retargeting
use methods of image retargeting with adaptations to maintain the motion flow (Grundmann et al., 2010; Kopf et al.,
2009). These methods work well with videos that contain
small amounts of motion. When the video contains fast motion, they fail to adapt to the flow and create unexpected cuts
and waves.
Recent studies focus on motion flow of the video as well
as spatial saliency. Wang et al. (2011) propose a method to
maintain the motion flow. They first resize the video, taking only salient parts, and then reconstruct the motion flow
by examining defected motion flow instances. This method
produces good results but it is computationally costly.
The work of (Yan et al., 2013) presents a motion aware
seam carving technique, which can conserve temporal coherence. The first step is to calculate seams for each frame.
For each frame, the seams of the previous frame creates a
matching area that needs to be preserved. Seams are recalculated taking into account the matching area. The resulting
seams keep the moving objects undistorted, thus preserving
the motion flow of the video. This method is a good adaptation of seam carving, but produces distortion and waving
effects in the background for some camera movements, especially with zooming.

2.3

3

Method

We propose a hybrid video retargeting method that will analyze the input video, and apply the most suitable video retargeting method per shot.
Let n be the number of shots in a given video. Each shot
has a dominant motion class Mi , i = 1, 2, ..., n where Mi ∈
{f ast, slow}. Our aim is to detect Mi , ∀i to apply the most
suitable video retargeting algorithm per shot.
We have trained a Support Vector Machine (SVM) φ in
order to identify the motion class of a given frame. The output of φ gives the motion class of each frame. The class that
occurs most frequently in a given shot becomes the dominant class of that shot.
For training the SVM, we have used a radial basis function
kernel with sequential minimal optimization method (Platt,
1998).
We have applied two different video retargeting algorithms according to the motion class we get from φ. We
propose a novel cropping approach for shots belonging to
class f ast. For shots belonging to slow class, we have applied an improved seam carving approach (Yan et al. 2013).
Note that this hybrid approach can also be used with different video retargeting methods.

Challenges of Retargeting

The quality of retargeted videos can be measured in terms
of distortion, waving effects and motion flow preservation.
(Wang et al. 2011; Yan et al., 2013) Major limitations of the
main video retargeting approaches can be listed as follows:
Figure 1: Overall process flow of the proposed method.

• Seam carving can fail to adapt to dynamic content.
• Warping can cause distortions in background.
• Cropping can cause virtual camera movements.

3.1

Identifying the Motion Class

Seam carving and warping cause distortions and waving effects when the method cannot adapt to the motion of the
video. If the motion is slow, distortions are generally not visible. Whereas fast motion in the background or foreground
can cause serious distortions and waving effects.
Cropping methods do not cause distortions or waving effects. They rely on a crop window selected from each frame,
which can change size or move in any direction. The size
and the movement of the crop window should be perfectly
consistent with the original camera motion of that shot. Any
change in crop window that differs from the original camera motion causes virtual camera movements. An enlarging
crop window causes additional zoom-out effect or a sudden
jump is perceived as an artificial scene cut. Thus, the output

Let H = h1 , h2 , ..., hi−1 be the set of homography matrices
between consecutive frames of a shot, where i is the number
of frames of a shot. The motion class of a frame i can be
found by taking into account a window of frames, expressed
by the homography matrices.
H i = {hi−2 , hi−1 , hi , hi+1 , hi+2 }

(1)

Mi = φ(σH i , µH i ),

(2)

The slow class represent the frames that contain minimum action and a rather slow camera motion, whereas the
f ast class contains frames having a rapid camera movement
or an active action in the frame. The classes do not give any
information about the action occurring in a frame or about
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Figure 2: The process flow of the proposed cropping method.
S o we have utilized saliency detection algorithm of Judd et
al. (2009), and the optical flow extraction algorithm of Liu
(2009). Details for finding weights wi and wv can be found
in the study of Nguyen et al. (2013).
After computing S for each frame, we use non-maxima
suppression to reduce the processing load. We calculate the
center of video saliency C i by taking the mean of the resulting pixels.
We update the optical flow map S o for each frame as follows:

the type of the camera motion. They rather represent the
overall amount of motion that the frame contains.
Two motion classes {f ast, slow} are sufficient for our
purpose since they are able to represent the limitations of
current video retargeting algorithms. Seam carving and
warping based approaches have a good quality performance
when the motion is classified as slow. Distortions in the
background and waving effects are minimal. When the motion class is f ast, the quality of the output video decreases
(Figure 3).
We have chosen to use homography matrices as a representative of the overall motion, since they contain information about both the action in the movie and the camera motion. A homography matrix of an affine transformation provides a mapping between two consecutive frames indicating a general information about the change between frames.
This change is used as a measure of the dynamic content.

3.2

T = So ∗ t
o
Sex,y
=
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0

(4)

o
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(−T < Sx,y
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(5)

Seo is the updated optical flow map, where pixels having a
value greater/smaller than threshold T is removed. Removed
pixels correspond to moving objects in the frame, since their
value diverge from the average. We have set t as 0.9. Mean
of the updated optical flow map µSeo corresponds to the camera motion.
For each frame, we calculate the center of the crop window. These centers create a flow C o for the crop window.
This flow should be smooth, and able to follow the camera
motion in order to avoid virtual camera movements in x and
y directions.

Video Retargeting

According to the result of the motion classifier, we apply two
different video retargeting algorithms. For shots belonging
to f ast class, we apply a novel cropping approach, and for
shots belonging to slow class, we apply a recent seam carving approach (Yan et al., 2013).
Cropping with Optical Flow and Video Saliency : The
main problem of crop based methods is to avoid virtual camera movements and to preserve salient objects. We propose
an optical flow based cropping algorithm that is able to adapt
to camera motion to minimize virtual camera movements
while preserving salient objects.
The first step of retargeting process is extracting the
saliency map. We assume the use of a computational
saliency algorithm to produce from each video frame a
saliency map S to represent the most interesting and informative parts of the frame. A recent study on computational
saliency can be found in (Nguyen et al., 2013).
Let S = S 1 , S 2 , ..., S n denote the set of video saliency
maps, where n is the number of frames. S i = S1i , S2i , ...Sni
is the set of image saliency maps and S o = S1o , S2o , ...Sno
is the set of optical flow maps. Video saliency S can be
obtained as follows:

C1o = C1i ,
o
Cio = Ci−1
+ µSeo

(6)

i = 2, 3, ..., n

(7)

i

For the first frame of each shot, we use the center of video
saliency map C1i as the center of the crop window (6). For
the rest of the frames, centers are shifted by the camera motion µSeo of the current frame (7).
After determining the center of crop window for each
frame, we perform a crop window size estimation. The size
of the crop window is fixed for each shot in order to avoid
virtual camera movements in z direction.
W = (x, y) s.t.

S = wi ∗ S i + wv ∗ S o ,
(3)
where wi and wv are the weights of the corresponding
saliency map and optical flow map. For finding S i and

Sx,y > 0

(8)

Crop window size is determined as the minimum size possible that will include all points in W . The points in W that
cause the crop window to exceed the frame boundaries are
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Figure 3: a) The original frames. b) Results of linear scaling. c) Results of seam carving (Yan et al., 2013) d) Results of
proposed crop based retargeting. Figure best viewed in color, where problems of both approaches become obvious.
discarded. Since the size of the crop window is fixed per
shot, virtual camera movement in z direction is eliminated.
The video saliency computation ensures that the relevant objects are included in the cropped frame.
The flow of cropping process can be seen in Figure 2.

Ki = {(xj , yj )|1 ≤ j ≤ NKP ,
(10)
(xj , yj ) ∈ Ei , xj ∈ Rj , ∀(xk , yk ) ∈ Ei ,
xk ∈ Rj : EM (xj , yj ) ≥ EM (xk , yk )}
EM is the energy function that contains the gradient and
saliency information of the image. Ki is the set of key points
of ith frame. These key points are used to update Ei+1 .
The area surrounding Ki on the ith frame is compared
pixel by pixel that surrounds Ei+1 on the (i + 1)th frame.
Pixels of (i + 1)th frame that exceed a threshold t in their
match scores are rewarded. EM is updated with the rewarded values, and Ei is recalculated.
Since the seams are calculated by taking into account of
the consecutive frames, this method is able to adapt to the
motion flow of the video. This decreases the motion artifacts, by shifting the distorted areas to the background of
the frame. The distortions are not visible in rather stationary shots. Just as in warping based methods, this method
can cause waving effects and distortions in the background
when it fails to adapt to the fast motion.

Seam Carving : The major limitation of a classical seam
carving method is to preserve motion flow. We have implemented a recent study on an improved seam carving algorithm that minimizes this problem (Yan et al., 2013).
Let Ei = {(1, p1 ), (2, p2 ), ..., (H, pH )} be a seam selected from ith frame. Elements of Ei are the pixel coordinates of the seam where H is the height of the frame. We
perform a key point selection where NKP is the number of
key points. For each seam Si , we divide each frame horizontally into NKP equal regions, denoted with Ri .


H
H
Ri = x|(i − 1) ×
<x≤i×
,x ∈ N ,
NKP
NKP
(9)
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Figure 4: a) The original frames. b) Results of linear scaling. c) Results of seam carving (Yan et al., 2013) d) Results of
proposed crop based retargeting. Figure best viewed in color, where problems of both approaches become obvious.
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4
4.1

Evaluation & Results

f ast
slow

Dataset

We have evaluated our approach on the CAMO dataset
(Nguyen et al., 2013). CAMO dataset contains 120 videos of
6 different camera motions: dolly, zoom, trucking, tilt, pan
and pedestal. Each video contains a single camera motion in
a given shot.

4.2

5

Conclusions & Future Work

In this study, we propose to use homography to identify a
given video according to the rate of change in its content,
and apply seam carving or cropping based video retargeting
approach depending on the result. We use a recent video
saliency approach to keep track of relevant content, and propose a novel cropping method to eliminate virtual camera
motion. The resultant hybrid algorithm produces good qualitative results on the CAMO benchmark.
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Evaluation of the Motion Classifier

CAMO dataset was annotated according to the camera motion. Additionally, we have annotated 36 of the videos as
f ast or slow.
The motion classifier is being tested on annotated movies.
We have divided movies into sets of five consecutive frames
such that each frame is included in only one set. We have
used 200 samples from each class for training, and 100 samples from each class for testing SVM. The confusion matrix
and the results of the test can be seen in Table 1 and Table 2.
Fast
60
40

F-Score
.68
.75

motion decreases or the action slows down. Subsequently,
the slow class has a higher accuracy. The samples that correspond to these times can be classified as slow even though
the overall movie is in the f ast class.

Output Quality Evaluation

f ast
slow

Recall
.60
.86

Table 2: Performance measures of SVM.

We verify the performance of the proposed approach visually, on a set of videos selected for their diversity of motion
and other conditions like scene clutter, and content. Figure
3 shows several examples.
The first two rows are taken from the slow class. Columns
show the original frame, results of linear scaling, seam carving and proposed cropping approach. Salient points are not
focused on a specific object, but are rather distributed across
the frame. These two cases illustrate the limitations of the
crop based method, which tries to capture all the salient
points, resulting in an inefficient result. Since the motion
in these videos is slow, there is no waving effects on seam
carving results. The last two rows in Figure 3 are taken from
the f ast class and illustrate the limitations of seam carving.
In both frames, saliency is focused around a center, making
crop based method more effective. Seam carving is not able
to adapt the camera motion and produces waving effects in
the background.
We have illustrated some limitations of both algorithms
on Figure 4. The results supports each method should be applied to separate cases. Frames are taken from two video sequences. In the first case, the class of the video is f ast. We
can observe the distortions due to the high dynamic structure of the video. On the second frame sequence, the camera
motion is slow and the salient content is distributed. In such
case, cropping misses some important parts of the frame.

4.3

Precision
.81
.68

Slow
14
86

Table 1: Classification results. Columns represent the gold
standard and the rows represent test results.
The movies annotated as slow tend to keep a low amount
of motion throughout the video. As opposed to that, the
movies annotated as f ast do not necessarily contain a fast
motion all the time. There can be times where the camera
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